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Show Awards
At the Columbus Show Scott
Stecker was awarded the plaque for
the Most Unusual Desk Phone. a rope
shaft stick. Dennis and Jeanne Weber
received the Educational Display
award with their insulators and small
telephone memorabilia. Jeff Brown
won the Best Coin Phone award with
a group of unusual, early and rare coin
collectors.
Ekkhart Willms was
awarded the Most Unusual Display
for his display of early microphones
and tubes. Perry Stump received a
Judges Choice Blue Ribbon for his
rope shaft candlestick; Don Scott did
for his Victor candlestick; Roy Basci
for his candlesticks; AI I1ekis for his
Blake; Derwood Novak for his wall
sets; and Barry Huckeby for the radio
station microphone, tubes, and literature.

Maitland Regional Show
Southeast Regional
ATCA Telephone Show
Saturday, January 12,

20028am-5pm
Maitland Civic Center
Maitland Florida

Contact: Paul Mikula
407-365-4686

* NEWSLETTER *
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Please ... check and help
The following is a plea to the entire membership and to those who
did not renew this year. Usually I stuff the November newsletter with the
next year's renewal card. Several renew at that time. Others wait until
January. Some wait until the newsletter no longer arrives. This past year, I
waited many months too long before cutting anyone off from the mailing. It
ended up causing such a delay that the membership list itself was delayed to
the extent that it was only economically feasible to wait until next March to
publish the new one.
I need all members to assist with checking your label to insure it is
correct. If anything is not spelled correctly or is in error, please let me know
by either sending a card to ATCA. POBox 910. New Castle, IN 47362 or
email meatj.a.huckeby@worldnet.att.net.
I also need you to check the 01
next to your ATCA number. If you have paid dues through December of
200 I and your mailing label still has 00 after it, please let me know. I am
sure that 5 or 6 of these are marked incorrectly as I deposited some renewal
checks before I gave the changes to Community Printing.
You will also notice that the 2002 renewal card is included with
this mailing. Why a month early?? This will allow me to get on a schedule
that will cause me to send newsletters to only paid up members effective
with the January letter. Since the computer will just print the labels for the
January issue that have an 02 after the name. I will be very efficient in
sending the letters to the paid up members. This October newsletter is being
sent to those who did not renew as well as paid up members. If you did not
renew and wish to become a member again. please add a donation to your
membership dues of $30 in order to receive the newsletter for November
and December of 200 I. The dues for membership have not gone up for
several years. The Canadian rate remains at $35 as does the International
rate. It does cost considerable more to mail those. and that is the only
reason for the d ifference.
When you send in your dues. it would be a great help if you would
just cut out your label and tape it to the membership card. Please add your
telephone number if you wish to have it known.
Please send the membership card and dues to: ATC A. POBox
910. New Castle. IN 47362. DO NOT send it to Cindy in Abilene. It just
confuses the paperwork.
Check page 2 for {In unusual surprisei!

FAX ALL ADS TO: 765-533-6530. MAIL ADS TO: ATCA, P.O. Box 910, New Castle, IN 47362
E-MAIL ADSTO:editor@atcaonline.com
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MEMBER UPDATE I~--------NEW MEMBERS
KENNETH ATTAWAY, No. 3912
5809 Woodridge Dr.
Orange, TX 77632
Tel: (409) 745-4439
BONNIE ATTAWAY, No. 3912A
5809 Woodridge Dr.
Orange, TX 77632
Tel: (409) 745-4439

ADDRESS CHANGES
JIM DECKER, No. 3559
405 Cumberland Drive
Tracy, CA 95376-4937
LOREN TILLES, No. 2184
728 E. Chapman Ave.
Orange, CA 92866
Tel: (714) 771-5400
FRED HAYNES, No. 404
15308 Stoneridge Drive
Basehor, KS 66007-5225
LAWRENCE GOLUB, No. 3349
P.O. Box 70
West Rupert, VT 05776
JAY KENNEDY, No. 3745
1169 Crosscreek Cres.
London, Ontario N5Y 6H6
CANADA
Tel: (519) 663-6907
BENNETT YOUNG, No. 3880
Mesa, Colorado
WILLIAM ENGHAUSER, No. 3377
1720 Carlton St.
Longwood, FL 32750-6119

FROM THE OFFICE.
Greetings!
I hope things are getting back to normal for everyone after the terrible
tragedy our nation experienced last
month. Makes us take a long look at our
priorities, doesn't it?
I mentioned in last month's newsletter
that there would be a ballot for new officers. It did not make it into the newsletter last month, so look for it in the coming months.
Sincerely,
Cindy Krizek,
Office Manager

YOUR SURPRISE
WHY SEND IN MY DUES NOW??
I believe in incentives. I believe in
perks. The following is not a rip-off; but
it is an honest, clear opportunity for you.
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Every person who sends in his or her
dues by mid-November will have his
membership card placed in a box at Community Printing. They will draw ten cards
from the box on November 15, 200!.
The first person's card drawn will
receive, with no strings (or cords) attached, a pony receiver. The second card
drawn will win a Stromberg Carlson
nickel bottom receiver. The third collector's card to be drawn will receive an
original Western Electric mouthpiece.
The fourth one will receive an excellent
reprint of the General Telephone Apparatus Catalogue no. 3. The fifth card
drawn will give its owner five original
cloth covered cords. Cards drawn number
six through ten (some of you probably
could have guessed this) will receive one
of the cobalt blue 1996 Silver Anniversary ATCA Paperweights (at least a $25
value).
Every person sending in the dues card
to:
A.T.C.A.
P.O. Box 910
New Castle, IN 47362

will be eligible except my son Barry or
myself. It will be fair. The employees at
Community Printing will relay the winners to me and I will ship the prizes to
you before the end of November.
ONE LAST THING ... to save on
postage, please place your ballot in the
same envelope. For your information, I do
not count the ballots. Those are also
tabulated by the employees at Community Printing and then forwarded to Cindy
for her to announce to the Board.
Your ballot is enclosed in this issue.
The ballot is to be used only by
members to vote on the new Board and
Officers. IF you are a present paid-up
member OR if you are sending in a
renewal form with a donation for
November and December as well as for
the year 2002, then please also fill out the
ballot and return it in the same envelope.
Community Printing will separate the
ballots from the renewal form. Your
checks will be deposited in the ATCA
account.
You will find an addressed envelope in
this newsletter as well. All you have to
do is to put on the stamp, add your label
to the renewal form, fill in your ballot,
drop in your check, and send it in.
Renewing this way will help me tremendously. It may also reward you with a
nice prize. With only 1500 members, your
odds are pretty good.
I thank you in advance.
John Huckeby

TELEPHONE SIGN
REVIEW
by Alan Colburn
Here is a sign I thought you would be
interested in seeing. It is a very early New
England Tel. & Tel. Co. public station
sign. It dates between 1898 and 1908.
After 1908 the term 'Bell System' was
added to advertising (including signs)
which dates this sign pre-1908.
This sign is small, measuring 9"x11"
and is flat, one-sided. It was made by
Baltimore Enamel Co. of Baltimore, MD.
There is an amazing number of different signs used by New England Tel. &
Tel. Co. and this is just another example
of what's out there for collectors to add
to their collections.
Thanks for the positive feedback and
if I can answer any questions you may
have about telephone signs, feel free to
call or write. Until next time.
ALAN COLBURN
4263 Violet Cir.
Lake Worth, FL 33461-4949
Tel: (561) 642-7775
E-mail: cd301@aol.com
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EDUCATIONAL 11-----------Interesting Info On Early Transmitting & Receiving
The following excerpts reprinted from The Telephone Handbook by Herbert Laws Webb.
Copyright 1902 by Electrician Publishing Company, Chicago, Illinois.
(This is a continuation of the information presented last month in the September 2001 A. T.CA. Newsletter)
One of the main objections to double-pole telephones is the costliness
of good horseshoe manets, which are not easy to make. Kotyra's
telephone aims to surmount this difficulty by the device of using a doublepole magnet built up of bar magnets. In Fig. 32 is shown a form of
receiver made on this plan, having a horseshoe shaped magnet built up
of a number of strips of magnetized steel in such a manner as to give
two separate poles, to whcih are attached the iron cores of the coils.
Another and simpler form is made by building the magnet up of separate
strips of different sizes, a much cheaper arrangement than the first. In
fact, the horseshoe magnet built up of strips seems rather to defeat the
idea of cheapness; but is is claimed that, as no forged pieces are required,
such an instrument can be made very cheaply. Building up a magnet
of strips of magnetized steel is, moreover, good construction, as such
a magnet, commonly called a laminated magnet, retains its stregth far
longer than a solid one magnetized by a single charge. In the instrument shown in Fig. 32 the horseshoe part of the magnet is, of course,
made solid with the straight part within the case.

is typical of some form of construction or special device offering certain
advantages and the various ideas that have been incorporated in them
show pretty clearly how much modification the original combination of
magnet, coil and diaphragm is capable of with the hope of producing
any profitable result.

FIG

FIG. 32.

KOTYRA

RECEIVER.

The Neumayer receiver is a good modification, of the original Bell.
The permanent magnet is made up of five steel bar magnets, the lower
ends of which touch, and the upper grip a small cylinder of thin brass
containing a core made up of a large number of pieces of fine iron wire
about 1V2 inches long. This core holds the coil of wire, and is used on
the principle already explained in reference to induction coils, that by
finely subdividing the iron core the effects of induction are greatly increased. Fig. 33, which shows a section of the Neumayer instrument,
gives a clear representation of its construction.
One of the most original forms of magnetic telephone is that designed by Bottcher in 1883. It is quite a powerful instrument and makes
an excellent transmitter. Two horseshoe magnets are joined end to end,
with their like poles abutting and suspended within a case of thin metal
by means of wire loops attached to adjusting screws. The case rests on
wooden feet. Two coils are used, these being placed over three iron cores
attached to the magnets at the junction of the magnets; that is, as
originally constructed the instrument has three iron cores within each
coil. Probably a single oblong core for each coil would give better results.
The iron diaphragm is attached to the case just above the coils, and over
the opening above the diaphragm is placed a funnel mouthpiece. By this
arrangement of using a suspended magnet, the magnet as well as the
diaphragm is rendered capable of being thrown into vibration by the
sound waves, thus causing greater changes in the magnetic field, and
consequently an increased effect on the coil or coils. Such an instrument,
carefully constructed, should make a very good transmitter.
The magnetic telephones described in the foregoing chapters form but
a small proportion of the army of instruments based on the invention
of Professor Bell. They have been described because each one of them
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33 NEUMAYER
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RECEIVER.
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CARBON TRANSMITTERS
As has already been said, after the introduction of the Edison carbon
telephone and the Hughes microphone, the Bell telephone was relegated
to the place of the receiving instrument of a telephone line, and
microphinic telephones, on account of their much greater power, were
used as the transmitting instrument, so that it has come about that all
magnet telephones are generally spoken of as receivers, and carbon
telephones as transmitters. Notwithstanding this there have been cases
where magnet telephones have been used as transmitters as well as
receivers for regular exchange service. In Germany the Siemens
telephone, already described, was largely used as a transmitter, and in
Manchester, England, where an opposition exchange service was started
before the expirty of the carbon transmitter patents, the new system
was operated for some time with magnet transmitters with excellent
results.
Carbon transmitters may be generally divided into three classes; viz.,
those that employ a single cointact for varying the resistance of the
primary circuit, such as the Blake; those that employ several contacts,
of which there is a large number, all of them modifications of the original
Hughes microphone; and those that employ granulated carbon, known
as the Huning type, after the originator of this idea.
In this country only three forms of carbon transmitter are in general
use, the Blake. the "long distance" and the "solid back." The two latter
are modifications of the Hunning transmitter, employing carbon granules.
In Europe the variety of carbon transmitters in use by different companies
and administrations is very large. A great many of these are microphonic
transmitters pure and simple, containing a greater or lesser number of
carbon pencils arranged in a more or less fantastic manner.
The patents covering the carbon transmitter are owned by the
American Bell Telephone Company. Ther Berliner patent, which was
issued at the end of 1891, contains some very broad claims. and practically covers every possible form of carbon transmitter, having two "elec·
trodes in contact with each other." The Edison patent, issed a few months
later, makes a good second to the Berliner. These two patents were in
interference in the Patent Office for a number of years; they are eventually both issued, and are now controlled by the Bell company, which
also holds the patents on several special forms of transmitters, such as
the Blake, "long distance," and "solid back," and others got up in the
laboratory of the company.
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(Continued from Page 3)
THE BLAKE TRANSMITTER
The Blake transmitter is the standard instrument for local work in
the United States, and is also the principal transmitter used in Canada
and Great Britain. It is a fairly good all round instrument of comparatively simple construction, cheap in first cost and cheap to maintain as it
requires small battery power. Its chief disadvantage is the necessity of
very careful adjustment to get good results in the first place, and of frequent inspection and readjustment to keep it up to the point of giving
good transmission. When well adjusted and properly taken care of, noting
better could be desired for lines of moderate length. The construction
of the Blake transmitter appears complicated at first sight, but in reality it is very simple; each of the parts has an important function to perform, and on all being in good condition depends the efficient working
of the instrument. See Figs. 34 and 35.
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The variable resistance is made in the following way: A slender spring
carrying a platinum contact point bears on the center of the diaphragm.
A second spring carries a button of compressed carbon let into a rather
heavy socket of brass. The face of the carbon button presses lightly on
the platinum contact point of the first spring. The vibrations of the
diaphragm cause the pressue of the platinum point on the carbon button to very, resulting in a variation of the resistance at the contact. The
secret of the good working of the instrument is that the two sides of
the contact have no rigid bearing. In Edison's first transmitter he made
one carbon contact solid with the case and the other solid with the
diaphragm. Consequently, the variable contact was not sufficiently "sympathetic," as it were, with the vibrations of the diaphragm, and the instrument did not work well. Blake discovered the reason of the defect
and applied the remedy.
In the Blake transmitter the carbon button "stands up" to the
platinum contact, securing the full effect of the variations in pressure
because of the weight of the brass socket; that is, because of its inertia,
or resistance to be set in motion. The platinum contact is held agains
the diaphragm by the carbon button; but the normal set of its spring
is toward the button and away from the diaphragm. Consequently we
have a delicately balanced arrangement that is susceptible to change
by the least vibration communicated by the diaphragm to the platinum
point.
The arrangement of the parts to allow of proper adjustment of the
springs is very ingenious. An iron ring is attached to the inside of the
case, this ring having a bracket, or projection, top and bottom. To the
top bracket is attached a piece of angle iron bent at its upper part to
a right angle, at the lower part to an obtuse angle. The lower bracket
serves as a bearing for the screw by which the iron support may be adjusted. The top part of the support carries the two springs, which are
insulated from each other by hard rubber washers. The carbon spring
is sheathed with a rubber sleeve, the diaphragm (generally of iron) is
clamped over a rubber gasket, and is provided with a damper consisting
of a metal spring screwed to the inside of the case. This damper is rubbercovered and has a little cloth pad that presses on the diaphragm near
its centre. The damper checks the vibrations of the diaphragm as quickly
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as they have done their work, preventing continued vibrations that would
interfere with those following. The adjustment of the springs is effected by
means of the screw bearing on the obtuse angle of the iron support. Turning the screw upward forces the support, and consequently the carbon button, toward the diaphragm, increasing
the pressure between the button and
the platinum contact. A reverse action
of the screw allows the support to
come away by reason of the outward
set of the spring by which it is attached to the iron frame, resulting in a
decrease of the pressure between the
button and the platinum contact. The
normal set of the spring with the
platinum contact gives it a tendency
to follow the carbon button, and if the
button is pulled back the platinum contact should follow it nearly half an
inch. The best adjustment is when the
pressure of the carbon button on the
platinum contact just holds it lightly
against the diaphragm, not so lightly
as to allow of any separation or break
when the diaphragm is vibrated by the
FIG. 36. SECTION
OF
voices. The two springs of the
BLAKE
THAKSMITtransmitter are, of course, connected
in circuit with the primary wire of the
TER D DIAPIIRAG~I,
induction coil and with the battery.
S CAHBON Sl'RIKO, The
induction coil generally used in the
S'
PLATINUM
Blake transmitter has a resistance in
SPRING,
L IROK the primary of half an ohm and in the
BRACKET,
.F' AD- secondary of about 250 ohms.
JUSTIKG
SCHEW.
THE "LONG DISTANCE" TRANSMITTER
The Blake transmitter does not give a sufficient volume of sound to
allow of its general use for talking over long circuits, and with the introduction of long distance telephony in this country there was produced a transmitter adapted to thsi special class of work. This transmitter,
which has become well known as the "long distance," was the result
of an extended series of experiments conducted in the American Bell
laboratory, and it is a very excellent instrument, although it is now being supplanted by a later form called the "solid back."
The "long distance" transmitter, Fig. 36, is of the Running type, depending for its variable resistance on the compression and separation of carbon granules, but the mechanical and electrical details are far more
carefully worked out than in any other form of the Running transmitter. The construction is as follows:An iron box attached to the backboard
contains the induction coil and supports a nickel plated arm, which carries the transmitterr case. The transmitter case is of metal and has a
small circular chamber, or shallow tube, the lower side of which is closed by a thin platinum diaphragm and the upper by a circular metal plate.
The diaphragm is fastened to a brass ring, and really forms with this
ring a shallow box, which is carefully insulated from the metallic case,
as the diaphragm rests on a ring of hard rubber, and the brass ring is
surrounded by a boxwood collar. This collar is slightly higher than the
brass ring, and its upper edge supports a perculiarly shaped electrode,
which makes metallic contact with the cover of the transmitter case.

FIG.

36.

LONG DISTANCE

TRANSMITTER.

(Continued on Page 5)
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(Continued from Page 4)
This electrode has the form of a small pulley with the upper flange
somewhat winder than the other. When the pulley rests on the boxwood
collar, its lower surface is one-sixteenth of an inch above the platinum
diaphragm. The pulley has a conical hole through the centre, and its
grooved rim is pierced with holes that communicate with the central one,
so that it forms a sort of grid or grating, Fig. 37. Its purpose is to prevent the carbon granules from packing and to afford plenty of conducting surface through the comparatively large amount of metal it exposes
at the lower face, grooved rim and numerous performations. The pulley
shaped electrode is gold-plated; its lower surface is slightly concave and
highly burnished. When the electrode is in position a quantity of finely
granulated carbon is poured in, filling up the space between the
diaphragm and the electrode and partly filling the space between the
grooved rim and the brass ring and the holes in the electrode.
The circuit is made
from the diaphragm (to
the edge of which is attached a binding post insulated from the transmitter case) through the
carbon granules to the
electroede and thence by
the metal case and arm.
The primary wire of the
induction coil is connected to two insulated
FIG. 3'7.
SECTION OF L D. binding posts on the
iron box, Fig. 38. One of
THANSMITTER.
these is connected by an
insulated cord to the insulated binding post attached to the diaphragm,
and the other to one pole of the battery. The automatic switch that throws
on the battery is connected to the metal arm of the transmitter, thus
completing the circuit through the cap of the transmitter case, which
is in metallic connection with the pulley shaped electrode. The voice is
directed to the underneath side of the diaphragm by a hard rubber
mouthpiece screwed into a socket in the metal transmitter case, Fig.
39. The vibrations of the diaphragm agitate the carbon granules, which,
being in a finely divided state, offer many points of contact and give
a wide range of resistance.

-

FIG.

38.

IXDL'CTION

COIL

OF L. D. TRANS:\IITTER.

This transmitter has many advantages. It is compact and sightly, and
when once properly set up it needs no adjustment. It can be used with
a large battery power and gives very loud transmission. The small size
of the transmitter case makes it adaptable to numerous convenient and
ornamental forms of desk and table instruments, as the induction coil
can be put in a separate place. Its chief defects are the extreme delicacy
of the platinum diaphragm, which is of very fine foil and is liable to slight
indentions and other defects that depreciate the transmission, and the
tendency of the granulated carbon to "pack." The packing of the carbon granules, giving the carbon a condition approaching that of a solid
cake of the material, affects the transmission very seriously. The vibration of the transmitter in ordinary use has a tendency to pack the carbon, and this is aided by the heating of the transmitter by the battery
current; the remedy, apart from taking the transmitter to pieces and
supplying fresh carbon granules, is to tap the transmitter lightly at the
sides. To protect the diaphragm, which is the only delicate part of the
instrument, from outside interference, a couple of stiff wires are placed
across the carrow end of the mouthpiece.
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FIG. 39

DIAGRAM

OF CO~~ECTIO~S
~IITTER

OF L

D. TRA~S-

THE "SOLID BACK" TRANSMITTER
This instrument is also of the Hunning type. It has lately been introduced by the American Bell Telephone Company, and for some time has
been supplied to all new long distance stations instead of the original
"long distance" transmitter just described. It was designed chiefly with
a view of overcoming the trouble referred to at the end of the last chapter
- the packing of the granulated carbon. in the "solid back" transmitter shown in Fig. 40 (which has in reality a hollow back), the working
parts of the instrument, the diaphragm and chamber containing the electrodes and granulated carbon are mounted vertically instead of horizontally, as in the long distance. The transmitter case is of metal, and has
much the form of the gong of an electric bell; it is enclosed by a perforated metal lid or cover, to which is attached the mouthpiece. The cover
carries the entire transmitter, which consists of two small carbon disks
enclosed in a metal chamber having an insulating lining; between the
disks is a layer of finely granulated carbon, and the disks being slightly
smaller than the containing chamber, the surrouding space between the
edges of the disks and the side of the chamber is also filled wtih carbon
granules. The back electrode is in metallic connection with the containing chamber, a little pin in the brass backing of the carbon disk fitting
into a recess in the chamber and holding it firmly seated. The front electrode is insulated from the chamber by the insulating lining of varnished paper and by a mica disk or washer, which incloses (sic) the chamber
when the front electrode is placed in position. The front electrode is
secured to the vibrating diaphragm of the transmitter by means of a
pin which extends from its brass backing through a hole in the centre
of the diaphragm. This pin has two threads, one for a nut that clamps
the mica washer over the end of the chamber containing the two electrodes, and a finer one for two small nuts that clamp the electrode to
the diaphragm.
The mica washer is held against the little chamber by a brass collar
which screws on the brass chamber itself and secures the mica washer
to it around its edge. The mica washer being clamped to the chamber
at its periphery and to the front electrode at the centre, has sufficient
elasticity to allow of the electrode responding to the vibrations of the
diaphragm, and at the same time the transmitter chamber is effectually closed. The chamber has a projecting stud at the back which fits into
a hole in a stout brass bridge and is there secured by a set screw. The
metal bridge is screwed to the cover of the transmitter case. The
diaphragm, which is of metal, is secured to the cover, and is provided
with the usual clip and padded dampening spring. One end of the brass
bridge carries a block of insulating material, and to a small binding post
on this block a fine wire attached to the front electrode is connected.
The rear electrode being in metallic contact with the bridge and through
it with the case of the transmitter and the supporting arm, needs no
special connection, one side of the primary circuit being connected to
the arm of the transmitter. The other side is connected by a cord which
(Continued on Page 6)
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(Continued from Page 5)
passes through a hole in the bell-shaped transmitter case to the binding
post on the insulating block.

The chamber containing the working parts of the instrument is extremely small, and forms a short of button attached to the front cover
of the case. By unfastening the screws which hold the cover the entire
transmitter can be withdrawn, the connecting cord joined to the insulated
binding post having first been disconnected. On account of the smallness
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The vibrations of the diaphragm are communicated to the front electrode by the pin, which forms a rigid connection between them, The electrode, having a certain freedom of movement within the little chamber,
varies the pressure on the later of carbon granules between it and the
back electrode, thereby setting up the usual variation of resistance required in a carbon transmitter. The design of the instrument is very good.
The two electrodes being of carbon make excellent contact with the
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and delicacy of the parts, great care is required in handling the transmitter when assembling or taking apart. When properly set up it needs no
adjustment, and indeed there is nothing that can be adjusted unless some
radical defect exists. Fig. 40 gives a general view of the solid back
transmitter arranged on a desk set, and Figs. 41, 42, and 43 show the
details of construction by means of a section of the transmitter mounted,
a section of the various parts of the chamber and a front view of the
chamber, and a back view of the cover of the transmitter case with the
diaphragm and brass bridge carrying the chamber in place.
THE BERLINER TRANSMITTER
Berliner is an interesting name in telephony. Berliner discovered in
1877, independently of Hughes - the results of whose work were published at a later date - the principle (or rather, its application to telephone
transmitters) of the variation of resistance at a loose contact subject
to variation of pressure. Berliner lodged a caveat in the Patent Office.
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carbon granules, thus affording the best opportunities for wide variation
of resistance under vibration, while the carbon electrodes being soldered
to brass disks good metallic contact is obtained with the two sides of the
primary circuit. The "packing" difficulty is to a considerable extent obviated by this form of transmitter. The speace in the chamber around the
edges of the electrodes contains a certain quantity of granulated carbon
which is not directly in the circuit and does not become heated up rapidly by the current, and any expansion of the granules immediately between the electrodes through heating causes a displacement of part of
theheated carbon into the cooler; when the transmitter is out of circuit
and cools off, the granules tend to resettle into their original position.
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broadly claiming this invention, in April, 1877, and in June he applied
for a patent. Edison had been working in the same line and applied for
a patent in July of the same year. Berliner and Edison were declared
in interference by the Patent Office. This interference was not finally
decided in favor of Berliner until 1886; but meanwhile, in 1880,
Drawbaugh appeared on the scene with an application for a patent on
a microphonic transmitter, and according to the rules of the Patent Office no patent could be issued to any of the three until it was determined whether the Drawbaugh claim was valid or not. This was finally decided against Drawbaugh. as it was proved that the Edison carbon transmitter had been in public use for more than two years before Drawbaugh
made his application for a patent, and his application was thrown out.
(Continued on Page 7)
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(Continued from Page 6)
A patent was then issued to Berliner on the broad principle of the
microphone transmitter in ovember, 1891. In May of the following year
a patent was issued to Edison, so that both sides of the interference eventually got their patents - more than fourteen years after the filing of
the original applications.

FIO.

44.

BERLJNER'S
TRANSMITTER.

FIRST

FIG. 45. BERLINER CARBON TRANSMITTER.

Both Berliner and Edison obtained in 1878 patents on special forms
of transmitters designed in accordance with the principles laid down in
their applications for the broad principle of battery telephones, and the
Berliner transmitter especially has been modified out of all semblance
to its original form. The broad claim in the Berliner patent is as follows:
"The method of producing in a circuit electrical undulations similar in
form to sound waves by causing sound waves to vary the pressure between electrodes in constant contact, so as to strengthen and weaken the
contact and thereby increase and diminish the resistance of the circuit."
The Edison patent issued in May, 1892, covers the use of carbon in
telephone transmitters (Berliner, up to the filing of his application, had
experimented only with metal contacts), and the broad claim is as follows:
"In a telegraphic apparatus operated by sound the combination with
the diaphragm of one or more contact points of plumbago or similarly
inferior conductor in the electric circuit, whereby the rise and fall of electric tension is proportionate to the pressure exerted upon the said point
or points by the diaphragm." It will be seen that a combination of the
Berliner and Edison patents practically embraces the fundamental principles of almost all battery telephone transmitters.
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Fig. 44 represents the original form of experimental transmitter devised
by Berliner having a metal plate forming the diaphragm with a metal
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ball resting against it. One side of the circuit was connected to the
diaphragm and the other to the ball. The resistance of the contact bet·
ween plate and ball was varied by the vibration of the diaphragm, thus
setting up the electric undulations. It will be seen that this arrangement
is suspiciously like a "make and break" transmitter, as no device is shown
for allowing the electrode to follow the diaphragm in its vibrations.
Fig. 45 shows Berliner's first form of carbon transmitter. In this instrument, which was broughtout in the early days of carbon transmitters, the important improvement of giving one of the electrodes a yielding
support was adopted. One of the carbon electrodes is attached to the
diaphragm and the other to a socket carried on a hinged piece on the
end of a bent spring secured to the transmitter case. This manner of
disposing of the carbon contacts was a forerunner of the Blake invention, which is an improvement on it.
Berliner's "Universal" transmitter is entirely different from his early instruments. It is an excellent transmitter, and well adapted to long
distance work. It has not been adopted in this country at all, but is used in South America and in some parts of Europe. In general principles
of construction, although not in detail, it resembles both the long distance
and solid back transmitters described in earlier. The diaphragm is a carbon disk forming one electrode. The second electrode is a circular block
of carbon held so that its lower surface is a shart distance above the
carbon disk. The lower surface of the carbon block is corrugated, a
number of deep circular grooves being cut in it, and the space between
the disk and block being occupied by carbon granules, these grooves or
corrugations fulfill the double purpose of affording plenty of contact surface and of dividing up the granulated carbon so as to minimize the effect of "packing."
The transmitter chamber is formed of a circular wooden box with a
short tube screwed through the bottom for the mouthpiece. The cover,
also of wood with a brass ring round its lower edge, screws into the box,
and clamps down the carbon diaphragm, the connection from one side
of the primary circuit to the diaphragm being made through the brass
ring. The cover has an insulating lining of thick felt, which closely surrounds the upper carbon electrode and whose lower edge rests on the
diaphragm. Thus a small chamber enclosed by the diaphragm, upper electrode and insulating felt lining is provided for the granualted carbon.
The upper electrode is supported by a slightly tapered brass pin fitted
tightly into a hole bored through the centre of the block. The lower end
of this piece carries a small piece of soft rubber tubing which bears lightly
on the diaphragm and serves as a damper. The pin is clamped to the
top of the cover by a screw nut. The mouthpiece used with this instrument is usually made of soft rubber.
From the foregoing description it will be apparent how close is the
resemblance, as far as the general arrangement goes, between this
transmitter and the two instruments used for long distance work in this
country. The differences are mainly in the details of construction.which
have been more' carefully worked out in the transmitters used by the
Bell companies. The "solid back," utilizing the same principle of two
carbon electrodes with a layer of granules between, is a much more efficient transmitter than the Berliner. Fig. 46 is a section of the Berliner
"Universal" transmitter.
THE CUTTRISS TRANSMITTER
This instrument is a quite recent invention, and is due to an idea which
occurred to Charles Cuttriss when working on carbon springs for another
kind of apparatus. Mr. Cuttriss was quite successful in manufacturing
small springs or helices of carbon, and found that they gave a wide variation of resistance, the resistance of the spring when closed being only
10 ohms and when distended as high as 500 ohms. No sparking was
observed between the convolutions until the carbon was heated to between 300 a and 400 o. It occurred to Mr. Cuttriss that these features would
be of value in a telephone transmitter, and the results of a trial fully
justifieds his expectations. The following is an account of the performance of this interesting transmitter, givenin Mr. Cuttriss's own words
in an article by him published in the Electrical Engineer for December
16, 1891:
"Not only does the instrument transmit speech loudly, but the articulation is so remarkably clear that I have been led to look for some particular reason whey this should be so. I think it will be found to be owing to the extreme lightness of the helix (generally less than one grain);
to the absolute continuity of the circuit - that is to say, the elimination of electrodes - and also to the fact that, as each part of the spiral
(Continued on Page 8)
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(Continued from Page 7)
is tending to open itself, it absolutely precludes any tendency for the
surfaces to jam or lock together."
In this transmitter it
will be seen that there are
practically no contacts,
the carbon spring being
simply included in the
primary circuit, and, as
described, the compres·
sion and elongation of
the spring effect the
variation of resistance.
The illustration, Fig. 47,
shows the arrangement
of the carbon spring in
relation
to the diaphragm, but is not inCUTTRISS TRANS- tended to represent a
FIG. 47
finished form of transMIT'l'ER.
mitter. The spring is
cemented to the diaphragm, and a screw, to which it is connected electrically, bears against the other end to allow of regulating the tension
of the spring. A separate enlarged view of the carbon spring is also shown.

iron covering, and a horseshoe magnet is mounted behind them. By
changing the position of the magnet by means of an adjusting screw, the
normal set of the carbons
will be altered through the
attraction of the magnet
for their iron coatings. In
making this improvement
it will be noticed that M.
D' Arsonval has robbed the
FIG. 49
CARBON
PENCIL.
carbon pencil transmitter
of its chief merit - simplicity and absence of mechanism. figs. 52 and
53, plan and section, show the arrangement of the carbons and the position of the controlling magnet.

FIG.

VARIOUS EUROPEAN TRANSMITTERS
There are several good forms of carbon transmitters in use in Europe,
and a description of some of these will probably be found of interest.
A number of them are very close relatives, being modifications of the
original Hughes microphone. These are generally called carbon pencil
transmitters, and they differ from each other chiefly in the number and
arrange of the carbon pencils. To this family belong the Gower, Ader,
Crossley, D'Arsonval, DeJongh and Mix and Genest transmitters.
The Gower transmitter consists of a multiple microphone formed of
eight carbon pencils radiating from a central carbon block, the other ends
of the pencils resting in separate carbon blocks. This arrangement is
fastened to the back of a thin wooden diaphragm. The vibrations of the
diaphragm cause changes in the sixteen loose contacts. The four outer
carbon blocks on eah side are connected by copper strips, to which the
wires of the primary circuit are joined. This transmitter is a very efficient one, with the added added advantage of having no parts needing
adjustment. It is used in the telephone system of the British Postal
Telegraphs, and gives good results even over the line between London
and Paris. Fig. 48
shows the arrangement of the carbon
contacts, and Fig. 49
the form of carbon
pencil used.
The Ader transmitter, which is largely
used in France, is
very similar to the
Gower. It employes a
large number of carbons, twelve instead
of eight,
giving
twenty-four contacts,
FIG. 48. VARIABLE HESISTA~CE
and they are differently mounted. A
OF GOWEll TRANSMITTER
wooden diaphragm
carries three carbon blocks, which are hollowed out to provide bearings
for the twelve carbon pencils. Fig. 50 shows the arrangement so clearly
that no description is necessary.
The Crossley, again, is another simple variation of the same combination. Four pencils rest in bearings in four carbon blocks arranged
diamond-wise on a thin wooden diaphragm. Fig. 51 shows the Crossley
transmitter. The chief interest attached to this instrument is that its
designed obtained a patent on "multiple contact" microphones and was
lucky enough to sell this patent to an English telephone company for
upwards of $80,000.
The D' Arsonval transmitter has carbon pencils bearing in carbon
blocks. The feature which distinguishes this instrument from others of
the family is that means are provided for varying the pressure between
the pencils and the blocks. The carbon pencils are sheathed with a thin
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JOHN HUCKE BY, No. 587
2440 W. C.R. 150N
New Castle, IN 47362
Tel: (765) 533·6369
FOR SALE
Williams marked transmitter, $45 0 Williams milk bottle cap, $55 0
Western Electric 40-AL candlestick with the number card attachment
that bolts to the transmitter bolt and hangs down below the transmitter, $225 0 Columbia oak large fiddleback, has the fancy top. This
phone is just like the Modern. Great tag, $735 0 Oak American Electric swing-a-way with the gold electrode transmitter, $445 0 Unusual
Williams wall hanging switchboard with the boom and transmitter, 30
stations, $1200.
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See photo above of a double-sided flanged sign circa 1908. It was made by Rich Co. of Beaver Falls, PA. The condition is very good. Also pictured
is a framed original "First List of Washington D.C. Subscribers", 1978. Phone #1 is the Executive Mansion (White House] and Phone #6 is Gardiner Hubbard. I found both of these in northern Virginia.
•
Don Marsters, No. 2066, 703-222-6980

----------~IADVERTISEMENTS
310 Thorntree Lane
Canton, GA 30115
Tel: (770~844-6277
WANTED
WE marked trans. cup with wire hole for No.
5-type arms 0 Holtzer-Cabot intercom that
has an arm that moves across a series of buttons. Arm must be about 2" long 0 WE oak
type-68 top box - trade a walnut for oak or
purchase 0 Holtzer-Cabot mag, 4 or 5-bar,
4-hole mount. Front 2 holes are 2" c.c., back
two holes are 1-5/8" C.c.
FOR SALE OR TRADE - TRADES FIRST
Monarch bev.-edge black trans., very good
cond., $48 0 B&R trans., nickel- nickel needs
cleaning - Kansas City, MO, $48 0 Oak top
box 5-bar mag (H/C mag.) fits various phones,
7W' c.c, x 10" c.c., $65 0 Williams oak top
box, 5-bar red mag., nice nametag
0
6"xl0W'
mounting, $75 0 Various Blake
trans. 0 SIC receiver marked cap - marked
shell, $30 0 Various Manhattan & Viaduct
parts for sale - various 3-box center boxes 0
Williams milkbottle receiver - trades only 0
Trade Strowger lO-holepotbelly cis with subset
for Am. Bell Blake trans. 0 SIC raised lettered transmitter with cup & m.p., $75 or trade
for WIE cups 0 Canadian carbonbell 3-box,
missing top box - offers.
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JOHN HUCKEBY, No. 587, 2440 W CR 150N, New Castle, IN 47362,
Tel: (765~533-6369, E·mail: j.a.huckeby@worldnet.att.net
FOR SALE: Keystone paystation sign, $199 ppd. 0 Southern Bell sign, $295 ppd.
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GARY GOFF, No. 1425
3805 Spurr Cir.
Brea, CA 92823
Tel: (714) 528-3561
E-mail: ggoff@telis.org
FOR SALE
New grey suede pocket address books from
Pacific Telephone, gold metal edges very nice
item, $3 ea. D Original A.E. 50 cradle plunger
assembly, both parts, $5 ea. D Wood
wallphone telephone directory hooks, (2) for
$1 D Western Electric 61A radio filter with
special bracket to fit under the plunger
assembly of a 302 deskset, $5 D W.E. black
bells, $5 per pair D Replacement rubber
gaskets for A.E. round base sets, 34 and 40's,
$10 to your door D NOS book, The Telephone
Book, by Boettinger. This is one of the books
sold by the Pioneers in 1977. It is complete
with dust jacket, $30 plus postage D Old
telephone directory for Mace, New Ross, and
Shannondale, Indiana. There is no date
anywhere but I suspect early thirties. It has
two very special advertising tags attached to
the string in the comer. This is a mint item,
$15 D Booklet, door tag and sew-onpatch for
Fai:wat~r-Brad0!l~Alto Telephone Company,
all in rrunt condition, $5 for all D Original
postcard - Cabinet War Room series, The Central Map Room, Imperial War Museum,
Eng~and. T~e postc~~ sent several years ago
to friend, rrunt condition, At least four or five
colored British desksets are visible in the pict~e, $2 D The Telephone Is Your Friend col0.rmg book, small paper edition, perfect condition, $1 D New copy of Everything Happened Around the Switchboard by Michael R.
Hathaway. This is the story of the Bryant
Pond Telephone Co., in Maine which was the
last magneto system in use in the U.S. This is
a fascinating book, $15 including postage.
WANTED
Stromberg Carlson nametag, metal, 2-13/16"
long and 7/16" wide. This small narrow tag was
brass with black finish and was attached to the
top of ringer box door.
•
(More of Gary's ad elsewhere in this issue)

.

JOHN WILEY, No. 1116
6642 E. Vanguard St.
Mesa, AZ 85215
Tel: (480) 924-7062
FOR SALE
WE 98-A station protector (dated 1946),
$10 D 1986 Breezewood, PA telephone directory, $2 D WE 292-A ivory volume control
for operator's headset, $15 D WE 5AH sub.
register relay, cover only, $2 D WE switchboard type jacks, lamps, switches, and plugs
- $5 ea. D IXB trouble tickets (dated 1977),
$
DQ
5
WL toll around, red, $5 D WE 42-A
connector block, NOS, $5 D 66B4-3 push-on
block, NOS, $5 D WE HA-1 receiver in box,
$5 D WE 227-D amplifier, $5 D WE 128-A
two-line fuse block, NOS, $5 D WE 11-A
receiver, chipped, $5 D Bell Sys. safety
notebook, dated 1964, $5 D KS-6320 orange
sticks, used, $2 ea. D WE 100th Year (The
Telephone Story, 1896-1976),24"x28" poster,
in color, $25 D WE 202 dial with F-1 handle,
$95 D WE 653 hotel metal diall wallphone
with F-1 handle, $95 D WE 211 Spaces aver
dial with F-1 handle, $85 D All plus UPS.
MALCOLM PERCIVAL, No. 2902
Telephone Lines Ltd.
304 High St.
Cheltenham, Glos. GL50 3JF
United Kingdom
Tel: (01242) 583699
FAX: (01242) 690033
E-mail: enquiries@telephonelines.net
FOR SALE
Early handsets with horn-type mouthpiece and
hang-up hook, one marked 'Kellogg USA', the
other Federal Tel. & Tel. Co., Bufalo, NY USA.
The Kellogg has pressle, the Federal has bum
mark to underside of grip. Also an early Army handset with pressle marked 'Yankee
Phone mfd. by S.H. Couch Co. Inc., Boston,
Mass. USA.' Offers please - haven't an idea
what you guys value this stuff at. P.S. we take
cards and Paypal plus everything and more on
our website: www.telephonelines.net

avail.) D Automatic El. used dial porcelain
number rings, numbers only, (100) pieces for
$20 (500 avail.) D Automatic El. NOS handset shells for the early handset that takes the
brass rings. These shells have the oval hole in
the handset for a push switch. No caps, rings,
or elements. Each shell comes with an unused
switch that goes into the oval hole. Seven shells
and switches for $20 (40 avail.) D WE 17E
magneto portable test set (pictured above) with
a place for batteries inside the door, #266
transmitter flush with the door, painted green
inside and out, P244534 on the schematic inside, with leather strap, llA receiver with
headband, holder for the receiver on the lest
side, hinged door, good shape, heavily marked W.E. nameplate on the door, (2) test leads,
7"xlO"x5" deep, $75 D WE gray metal rectangular box, with hinged door and a magnetic
latch. G1 handset and dial on the inside door,
"29D" on the mounting bracket on the rear,
$60 D WE non-dial candlestick phone with
a small diameter transmitter and a watchcase
receiver, #20AT on the perch, nickel cup and
face, worn cords, (8)buttons on the base with
a large celluloid over paper location card, good
paint, $200.

ARTHUR FAGAN, No. 3908
9576 Avenida Monterey
Cypress, CA 90650
Tel: (714) 952-4200
E-mail: trinchr@gte.net
WANTED
New collector looking for cathedral top single
box wallphone. Only looking for phone in
outstanding original condition. Also want batteries for the above phone.
RUSS PATE, No. 1081
235 Sandpine Road
Indialantic, FL 32903
Tel: (321) 777-1759
FOR SALE
Bell System/WE Touchtone model 1660 Al
telephone set. White 10-button (no * or #)with
6-page manual, good cond., lots of pictures of
other 10-button sets in the manual. Red stampings on bottom of phone say R 5 70 and handset elements are dated 1964 and 1966. No idea
what it's worth. First $100 postpaid or best
offer?

Better Late Than Never!
THE QUESTION _..
What about the differences in plungers on
a Type 47 multi-line set?

THE ANSWER
DAVID MARTIN, No. 278
6016 Sheaff Lane
Ft. Washington, PA 19034
Tel: (215) 628-9490
MARY KNAPPEN, No. 45A
Tel: (608) 582-4124
phonecoinc@aol.com
FOR SALE
Eiffel Tower touch tone phone, great replica put one of these on your office desk and wait
for that client to say, "Hey, I have one of those
at home but mine is really old."
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FOR SALE OR TRADE
WE bakelite screw-in inserts for the 635
bulldog trans., this insert holds the Fl element;
inserts only, used (50 pieces) for $20 (100
avail. D WE used Fl handset transmitter
caps. These fit most all of the older receivers.
Transmitte: caps only - (50)pieces for $20 (300

_

One was chrome, the other black. The
chrome button (which should be on the left)
allows the user to flash an operator, or temporarily go 'on hook' without disturbing the
settings of the other buttons. The black button will restore the "hold" buttons, and the
pull-up linekey, as well as going "on-hook."
This prevents any lines being left on hold
when the receiver is replaced. The newer
type 87 operates in the same manner, with
the right button restoring the hold buttons,
the left button providing a temporary 'onhook.'
Bill Smail
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-------~IADVERTISEMENTSI-------MIKE DAVIS, No. 2022
30 Ring Lane
Levittown, NY 11756
Tel: (516) 735-9765 (after 5 p.m. please)
E-mail: mvtel@optonline.net
WANTED
American Bell longpole 0 Green and Blue
302s 0 Old payphones and parts 0 Gray
payphones
- will pay well for a 50A
payphone 0 Gray and Western Electric
fi-cent coin collectors 0 Western Electric
touch tone 3-slot payphones 0 Lead chutes
from early Western Electric and Gray
payphones 0 Model no. plate that mounts on
the top of a Gray payphone.
FOR SALE OR TRADE
Western Electric artificial larynx, it appears
to be NOS. It is in its original box. The box
and the artificial larynx are marked Western
Electric a unit of the Bell System, $150 0
WE black 554 with metal fingerwheel, bakelite
handset and card holder, as found, no cracks
or breaks, $25 0 WE ivory 500 and white 554
- both from around the early 60s. They are very
clean and just a little faded, $25 for both 0
NOS and NIB WE 55b control units. These are
the control units for the 3A speaker system and
they are brand new, $80 ea. 0 WE 533E hotel
phone with bulldog transmitter, unusual attachment to take a phone # card holder and
best of all a shelf attachment that mounts
below and is about the same size as the phone.
It is all in great condition, $150 0 Jim Beam
bottle, Western Electric dial candlestick phone
in good cond., $30 0 NOS in original
package, ca. the 60s, Trimline *Touch Tone*
:wy chain, the phone is a 10-button, $10 0
(3) Old long fuses from protectors, (2) are
porcelain and one is wood, they all have copper ends, $15 for all 0 Lock for rotary dial,
no key, $2 0 (2) l-inch black ring binders for
approx. 8Y2X11 sheets, they look like they are
from the 50s. Marked in the front cover Bell
System Standards with the specifications.
Great binders to keep telephone related paper
in - $15 for the pair 0 Bell System owner's
manual Mobile Telephone Service, 12 pages,
dated 8/55. This is for an early car phone, the
phone has an F handset, $20 0 Two matched clear glass telephone dial advertising ash
trays. One has a red dial and advertises MARLYN DISTRIBUTORS INC. etc. of New Dorp,
Staten Island. the other has a black dial and
advertises ELECTRIC SUPPLY CO. INC. etc.
of Lancaster, PA. Take both, one for each end
table, $20 0 Bell System early Princess
phone key chains, the whole set of all 5 colors,
they are NOS, $10 + $3.50 for postage. No
need to call, I still have plenty. 0 (2) Bell
System marked flashlights. One is metal with
swivel top (light stick), $20; the other is large
green and holds (2) large telephone batteries,
has (2) large lenses and multi-position switch,
$30 - or take both for $40 0 Old box with '21
Bell on it, (contains ribbon) and marked "inked ribbon", $5 0 (9)Modular plates for hanging wallphones, $10 0 Nice Bell System 11"
2-sided flanged public telephone sign with Bell
logo, this is porcelain with Bell logo, $80 0
(2)Bell System type 52 operator headsets from
he early 60s - one is complete and the other
nas all the parts but has been taken apart - $15
for both 0 (100) New 15-foot, 4-conductor
modular line cords with modular plug at both
ends, $35.
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KEN CHASE, No. 2633
P.O. Box 1745
Wolfeboro, NH 03894
Tel: (603) 569-5808
FOR SALE
Western Electric 851 CM, NIB as last month,
converted to touchtone, $40 0 ITT 501 KSU,
EXC. with 403 MOH card. Installation instructions included. This is a large unit, so pick-up
is welcomed 0 Merlin 14' base cords, $3
ea. 0 Alvin Chipmunk novelty phone, NIB,
$30 0 Punchy phone, brand new, $200 0
Contel Executone 816 KSU and (5) voice terminals, all seem to work fine, $50 0 Western
Electric 2554 BMP wallphone, touch tone,
mint, $20 0 AT&T 2500YM, message
waiting, needs faceplate, ivory, VGC, $10 0
AT&T 2702, voice terminal, looks like a Merlin
set, NIB, black, $40 0 WE pink trimline desk
set, looks to be brand new, old stock, new style
handset with square buttons, $40 0 Pink
trimline wall set, hybrid ITT & WE, NOS
plastics, $30.
WALT AYDELOTTE, No. 303
Tel: (609) 818-1698
E-mail: waydelotte@earthlink.net
www.waltsantiques.com
FOR SALE
WALLPHONES AND PARTS: I have finally finished inventorying
all the wood
wallphones, carcasses, and aprts that I still
have at my Pittsford, NY residence. I would
like to sell all of the following, as a package,
one price takes it all. The "asking price" is
$9,500.00. Here's what's in the deal: There are
119 wallphones and wallphone carcasses. Most
are oak, although (6) are walnut 0 There are
(72) picture frame front cathedral top phones.
About (40) are just carcasses; the rest have
some combination of parts including switchhooks, transmitter arms, magnetos, ringers,
bells, (9) have shelves and are already
refinished
0 There is (1) cameo front
cathedral top unit (empty), (1) non-name fiddieback that is refinished, missing most
hardware 0 (2) Flat front cathedral top oak
units. There are (16)picture frame front flat top
phones. Again, half are empty and the rest
have some combination of hardware and
shelves present 0 There are (27) flat front
straight top sets, with 2/3 being empty, and
the rest have some hardware and some
shelves 0 There are (14)short-arms with cups
and (6) transmitters, (3) extra cups 0 (65)
Miscellaneous magnetos, all kinds 0 Box of
at least (100) coils 0 Box of at least (100)
condensers 0 Lot of at least (100)ringers 0
(40+) Wood wallphone shelves - about 25 years
old, and all various sizes, quarter sawn oak and
a few walnut 0 Box of (200+) original
wallphone bells, 90%+ are brass 0 (3) Partial steel intercoms 0 Box of (125) original
phone cranks, (125)original crank escutcheons,
(125) switchhook escutcheons 0 All of the
itmes are in storage in Pittsford, New York,
where they must be picked up. I would be glad
to arrange for a shipper to ship to you (shipping not in above price) - but I cannot do it
myself. As I said, the asking price is $9,500.00.
I am willing to "horse trade", early potbelly
phones, lettered Blake transmitters, or for Winchester lever action rifles in octagon, Henry
Rifles, Winchester Yellow Boy Octagon rifles,
well documented full stock Kentucky Rifles,

etc. and cash always works real well. Super opportunity for beginning collectors or commercial outfits - who wants to fix the stuff up and
sell to the antiques trade public. Let me know!

RON CHRISTIANSON, No. 822
P.O. Box 43
5315 Caves Highway
Cave Junction, OR 97523
Tel: (541) 592-4123
E-mail: bngholio@cdsnet.net
www.museumphones.com
WANTED
I need the 'Pot Section' for a Strowger Ll-digit
candlestick 0 I am very-much in need of an
oval, porcelain 'GOWER BELL' nametag. Can
anyone steer me in the right direction? 0
Looking for one knurled terminal nut for a Bell
longpole receiver.
GARY GOFF, No. 1425
3805 Spurr Cir.
Brea, CA 92823
Tel: (714) 528-3561
E-mail: ggoff@telis.org
FOR SALE
Stromberg Carlson non-dial stick. The nickel
is exc. with a little minor pitting, not a real
glossy finish, but smooth and consistent. All
the upper parts are nickel except for the
faceplate which is painted black which is not
exc. The mouthpice is an orig. SC mp and in
exc. condoThe black paint on the base and riser
is in very good condoThe protective ring base
is in good condo and the orig. bottom plate is
intact. The receiver is orig. and exc. and marked, complete with cord, $150 0 AE round
base non-dial Monophone with type 35 handset (the early handset with the black painted
bands). The cord is an orig. brown cloth cord.
The cradle is bakelite
complete with
Monophone plate in cradle. The base is metal
and has been perfectly powdercoated, just the
right black finish equal to the original. The rubber base gasket is one of my repro types. This
is a beautiful phone for you A.E. collectors,
$10 0 Century black non-dial candlestick in
very good cond All is black except the cup and
faceplate which are nickel in very nice condo
The mp may be a repro, but looks very good.
The bottom cover is present as is the composition ring around the bottom edge of the base.
There is an extra cord hole in the back just to
one side of the original hole, reason unknown.
The receiver is exc. but brand unknown. It
looks very much like those seen on this stick
in pictures. There is a brown cloth cord. At one
time, there was a nametag on the front edge
of the base, but not present, $150 0 NOS
W.E. #299F magneto, oak and beautiful, dated
on inside 1II-48 (third quarter, 1948). The orig.
W.E. decal is on the lower portion of the door.
The back or bottom measurements are 9" tall,
8" wide, and 6" deep. These units were used
primarily on rural systems where the customer
had to crank the mag to reach the central
operator or party line member. These were
often found in combination with non-dial 302s
- $60 0 Repro W.E. decals, black and gold,
rounded corners, 50' ea. 0 Direction card and
plastic window for 23D-type coin collector. The
bells are in blue, print in black. Have two
others, one all black and one with red print 0
$5 each to your door.
.
(See more of Gary 's ad elsewhere in this issue)
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JOSEPH GETZ, No. 1863
364 East Shore Rd.
Kings Point, NY 11023
Tel: (516) 487-0837
FAX: (516) 487-0937
FOR SALE
PAYPHONE AND PARTS: Palco/GTE single
slot complete working private payphone w/programmable computer board, locks, coin box,
vault door, etc. - $350 0 Upper housing
w/handset, lock, keypad, all hardware, $65 0
(25) Handsets, Lexan - new, $6 ea.; refurb., $3
ea. 0 Coin mechanisms, Coinco, $10 0 Coin
chute, $2 0 Coin relay, new, $10 0 Coin
trigger switch, new, $5 0 Coin box with
cover, $5 0 Cover, $3 0 Coin box lead
seals, 10' ea. 0 Hand sealing tool, $5 0
Coin box lower Medico locks, new, (25)all keyed
alike, $10 ea. 0 Keypad assembly, $15 0
Handset mounting brackets, 50' ea. 0 Upper
Medico service locks keyed alike, $8 ea. 0
Coin box vault door, $5 0 Phone sign,
6.25"x6.25", window decals, all (100) for
$25 0 Coin return levers, 50' ea. 0 Ceramic
1-2-3orange/blue plate, 50' ea. 0 Upper housing service hanging bracket, $3 0 Coin box
housing platform spring, $3 0 Elcotel
payphone
programmable
smart board,
$175 0 Offers for complete lot 0 Plus
Shipping.

ADVERTISEMENTS Ii------------

IWSULA10RS WAWTft>
BY A SERIOUS COLLECTOR

NOW BUYING old GLASS AND PORCELAIN
INSULATORS
CALL NOW WHETHER YOU HAVE ONE

1

ITEM OR AN ENTIRE COLLECTION!
~

DAVE HAWK
614-421-9924 (leave a message and I will return your call if I am not available)
dhawk@columbus.rr.com

DOUGLAS M. SINGLEY, No. 2642
2364 Upper Dr.
Pearl, MS 39208
Tel. & FAX: (601) 939-7657
FOR SALE (Plus Shipping)
WECo dial 202 with E1 handset and original
brown cloth cords, $225 0 WECo dial 300 set
with E1 handset and original brown cloth cords
and metal case, $125 0 WECo dial 500 set,
black, with metal fingerwheel, $15 0 Red
WECo dial 500 set, $49 0 WECo dial 302 set
with F1 handset and original brown cloth
cords, $65.
BOB CLARK, No. 692
Tel: (508) 996-8357
WANTED
139A cast-iron mounting bracket for horizontal surface mounting of 200 series 3-slot
payphones.
JOHN WILEY, No. 1116
6642 E. Vanguard St.
Mesa, AZ 85215
Tel: (480) 924-7062
FOR SALE
WE 100th Year (The Telephone Story),
24"x28" poster, 1876-1976 in color, $25 0
WE #653 hotel metal dial wallphone with F-1
handle, $95 0 1930 Ericsson LME-35 desk
set with dial, $85 0 WE 211 Spacesaver dial
with F-1 handle, $85 0 WE 29-B two-piece
porcelain station protector (pat. 1917), $10 0
WE 202 dial with F-1 handle, $95 0 WE twin
beehive (no base), $5 0 WE round relay cover
with glass window, $10 0 Directory binder
with sleeve (green), $45 0 Central Office 9"
Acme Midget stapler, $20 0 WE 553-A lamp
extractor tool, $15 0 WE 518-Cres. probe 7"
(black), $10 0 Service Awards Gift Program,
$5 0 All plus UPS.

OCTOBER 2001

DOUG ROSE, No. 3176
41 Mayo St.
Framingham, MA 01701
Tel: (508) 877-9477
E-mail: dougrose9477@aol.com
WANTED
Number plate for Strowger wallphone has
"Long Distance" - repro is fine. Mine is a
plastic but is warped. Was it made in porcelain?
RON & MARY KNAPPEN, Nos. 45 & 45A
PHONECO
P.O. Box 70
Galesville, WI 54630
Tel: 608) 582-4124
FOR SALE
Western Electric 30C locks for payphone doors,
original, $16.95 w/2 keys; $14.95 w/1 key.
JIM O'CONNOR, No. 3630
E-mail: phones@WLRR.COM
FOR SALE
Western Electric model 544-B (3-line and hold)
key set, black, like new. This is a 3-line and hold
key phone with spade line and handset cords,
metal fingerwheel, made in 1956, $100 plus
shipping.
JOE WHITE, No. 3394
41 W. 8th Place
Mesa, AZ 85201
Tel: (480) 844-8584
WANTED
I need (2) A.E. backcups with ears for the (2)
Strowger wooden wallphones I'm resurecting,
along with (2)perches needed for same 0 Any
members that have any Tel. Co. rest/cafeteria

china stashed away in the attic or cellar,
especially the ones with the telephone poles &
bells around the edge of china, please let me
know. I collect it and need some more pieces
for my collection.
BILL DOHERTY, No. 2118
R.R. #1, 1038 Gill Rd.
Midhurst, Ontario, Canada
Tel: (705) 721-5323
FOR SALE
American Electric glass mouthpiece 0 Maxim glass mouthpiece 0 Federal Telephone Co.
Limited long pole receiver 0 Canadian red
band long pole receiver 0 Hush-A-Phone 0
Chicago potbelly stick 0 Canadian 3-box
Blake with red band receiver 0 Sumpter
marked receiver 0 New York Bell System
blue bell paperweight.
RANDY BENTON, No. 3788
Tel: (620) 442-0948
E-mail: colt@hit.net (new e-mail address)
WANTED
Transmitter backcups & faceplate for Williams
Electric Co. 2-box 0 (2) Each - Stromberg
transmitter backcups & faceplates, "raised
numbers".
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Antique Telephones
For Sale

Visit our website at:
http://sidberry_home.att.net
James A. Goodwin

Please Send All Ads To: ATCA, P.O. Box 910, New Castle, IN 47362
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